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Abstract The neutral and plasma environment is critical in understanding the interaction of the solar
wind and comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (CG), the target of the European Space Agency’s Rosetta
mission. To serve this need and support the Rosetta mission, we have developed a 3-D four-ﬂuid model,
which is based on BATS-R-US (Block-Adaptive Tree Solarwind Roe-type Upwind Scheme) within SWMF
(Space Weather Modeling Framework) that solves the governing multiﬂuid MHD equations and the Euler
equations for the neutral gas ﬂuid. These equations describe the behavior and interactions of the cometary
heavy ions, the solar wind protons, the electrons, and the neutrals. This model incorporates diﬀerent mass
loading processes, including photoionization and electron impact ionization, charge exchange, dissociative
ion-electron recombination, and collisional interactions between diﬀerent ﬂuids. We simulated the plasma
and neutral gas environment near perihelion in three diﬀerent cases: an idealized comet with a spherical
body and uniform neutral gas outﬂow, an idealized comet with a spherical body and illumination-driven
neutral gas outﬂow, and comet CG with a realistic shape model and illumination-driven neutral gas outﬂow.
We compared the results of the three cases and showed that the simulations with illumination-driven
neutral gas outﬂow have magnetic reconnection, a magnetic pileup region and nucleus directed plasma
ﬂow inside the nightside reconnection region, which have not been reported in the literature.
1. Introduction
The goal of the Rosetta mission [Glassmeier et al., 2007] is to study the physical and chemical properties of
a comet. The spacecraft has rendezvoused with comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (CG) in August 2014
and will observe the comet until 2016. As the comet approaches the Sun, the interaction region of the comet
with the solar wind undergoes signiﬁcant changes. Hansen et al. [2007] simulated the plasma environment of
comet CG for diﬀerent phases of the Rosetta mission with a single ﬂuidmagnetohydrodynamic (MHD)model
and a hybrid particlemodel. They showed that the single ﬂuidMHDmodel has certain limitations because the
single ﬂuid equations treat the solar wind protons and the cometary heavy ions as a single combined ﬂuid.
Without separating the velocities between diﬀerent ion ﬂuids, the single ﬂuid MHDmodel cannot reproduce
eﬀects arising from the gyration of the cometary ions and the deﬂection of the solar wind protons. Rubin et al.
[2014a, 2014b] developed a multiﬂuid MHD model, which treats the solar wind protons and the cometary
ions as separate ﬂuids. They have shown that with multiﬂuid equations, the model is able to produce eﬀects
arising from the gyration of the cometary pickup ions, which is in good agreement with the 3-D Hybrid AIKEF
model [Koenders et al., 2015]. On the other hand, Rubin et al. [2014a, 2014b] applied a spherically symmetric
neutral gas background from the analytical Haser model [Haser, 1957] in their simulations, which is a crude
approximation. Recent neutral gas simulations by Bieler et al. [2015] have shown that the shape of the nucleus
and the solar illumination have a strong impact on the neutral gas outﬂow, which results in a nonspherical
and time-dependent neutral gas distribution. As a consequence, the cometary heavy ions are expected to
have a nonspherical distribution because they are produced by the ionization of the neutral gas. Goldstein
et al. [2015] and Edberg et al. [2015] observed that the plasma density varies with the comet nucleus rotation.
It is, therefore, critical to apply the realistic neutral gas distribution in themultiﬂuid simulations to understand
its impact on the plasma environment of comet CG, especially in the inner coma regionwhere the neutral gas
distribution is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the spherical symmetry assumed in the Haser model.
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It is nearly impossible to propose an analytical solution for the neutral gas due to the complex nucleus shape
and illumination coupled with the comet’s rotation. So the neutral gas has to be one of the simulated ﬂuids
in the model if we want to study the plasma environment around irregularly shaped comet CG. In this paper,
we present a model which treats the cometary neutral gas, the cometary heavy ions, the solar wind protons,
and the neutralizing electrons as separate ﬂuids. An inner boundary with an arbitrary shape is also imple-
mented to incorporate the realistic nucleus in the simulation. In this paper, wemainly focus on the inner coma
region, where the distribution of the plasma is signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the complex outgassing pattern from
the nucleus.
2. Model Equations
In this section,wedescribe themultiﬂuid equations for the cometary neutral gas, the cometary heavy ions, the
solar wind protons, and the electrons. Najib et al. [2011] and Dong et al. [2014] have simulated the solar wind
interactions with Mars with multiﬂuid equations, while Rubin et al. [2014a, 2014b] have studied the plasma
environment at two diﬀerent comets. Benna and Mahaﬀy [2007] developed a 3-D multiﬂuid model to study
a Halley-class coma using the solar wind conditions of the Giotto ﬂyby of Halley in 1986. Rubin et al. [2015a]
have also applied a multiﬂuid model to simulate the plasma interaction with Jupiter’s moon, Europa. We use
𝜌, p, u, 𝛾 , and I to denote the mass density, pressure, velocity vector, the speciﬁc heat ratio, and the identity
matrix, respectively. The subscripts n, s, and e correspond to the cometary neutral gas, the ions (either the
cometary heavy ions or the solar wind protons), and the electrons, respectively.
The ﬁrst set of equations is the hydrodynamic equations for the cometary neutral gas
𝜕𝜌n
𝜕t
+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜌nun) =
𝛿𝜌n
𝛿t
𝜕𝜌nun
𝜕t
+ ∇ ⋅
(
𝜌nunun + pnI
)
=
𝛿𝜌nun
𝛿t
𝜕pn
𝜕t
+ ∇ ⋅ (pnun) + (𝛾n − 1)pn(∇ ⋅ un) =
𝛿pn
𝛿t
(1)
consisting of the continuity equation, the momentum equation, and the pressure equation. The right-hand
sides describe the source terms, including the loss due to photoionization and the addition due to recombina-
tion. However, in this study, we focus on the near nucleus environment, i.e., much smaller than the ionization
scale length, which is about 1.67 × 106 km if we consider the photoionization frequency as 6 ⋅ 10−7 s−1 and
the cometary neutral gas velocity as 1 km/s. The source and the loss terms are very small near the comet, so
we set the right-hand sides to zero. Wewill consider these terms in future work whenwe study the large-scale
structures extending to large cometocentric distances.
The equations for the cometary heavy ions, the solar wind protons, and the electrons are the multi-ion MHD
equations:
𝜕𝜌s
𝜕t
+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜌sus) =
𝛿𝜌s
𝛿t
𝜕𝜌sus
𝜕t
+ ∇ ⋅
(
𝜌susus + psI
)
− Zse
𝜌s
ms
(E+us × B) =
𝛿𝜌sus
𝛿t
𝜕ps
𝜕t
+ ∇ ⋅ (psus) + (𝛾s − 1)ps(∇ ⋅ us) =
𝛿ps
𝛿t
𝜕pe
𝜕t
+ ∇ ⋅ (peue) + (𝛾e − 1)pe(∇ ⋅ ue) =
𝛿pe
𝛿t
. (2)
The ﬁrst three equations are the continuity, the momentum, and the pressure equations for the ions (either
the cometary heavy ions or solar wind protons). Z and e denote the ion charge state and the unit charge,
respectively. E is the electric ﬁeld vector, while B is the magnetic ﬁeld vector. u+ is the charge-averaged ion
velocity, which can be expressed as u+ =
∑
s=ions Zsnsus
ne
(ne is the electron number density). We assume charge
neutrality, so the electron number density can be obtained from ne =
∑
s=ions Zsns. The fourth equation in
equation (2) is the electron pressure equation.
The source terms for plasma ﬂuids are incorporated into the right-hand sides of equation (2). 𝛿𝜌s
𝛿t
are the
source terms for the continuity equation, which include the photoionization from the neutral gas, the charge
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Table 1. The Elastic Collision Ratesa
Elastic Collision Rates Value (m3s−1)
Ion-ion 1.27 ⋅ 10−6
Z2s Z
2
t
√
mst
ms
nt
T3∕2
Ion-neutral 10−6Csnnn
Electron-ion 54.5 ⋅ 10−6
nsZ
2
s
T3∕2e
Ion-electron 1.27 ⋅ 10−6
√
me
ms
neZ
2
s
T3∕2e
Electron-water 2.745 ⋅ 10−11nnT
−0.62
e
aThe elastic collision rates are taken from Schunk and Nagy [2009]
except the electron-water elastic collision rate is taken from Itikawa
[1971]. Zs and Zt are the charge states of the ion species s and t, ms,
andmt are the atomic masses of species s and t in (amu),mst =
msmt
ms+mt
(mt is the atomic mass of the species t in (amu)) is the reduced mass
in (amu), me is the electron mass in (amu), nt and ns are the number
densities of the species t and s in (m−3), nn is the neutral gas number
density in (m−3), Tst =
msTt+mtTs
ms+mt
(Ts and Tt are the temperatures for
the ion species s and t in (K)) is the reduced temperature in (K). Csn are
numerical coeﬃcients obtained from SchunkandNagy [2009]. Both the
H2O
+-electron and H+-electron recombination rates are taken from
Schunk and Nagy [2009].
exchange between the neutral gas and the ion species s and the dissociative ion-electron recombination.
𝛿𝜌sus
𝛿t
are the source terms for themomentumequation,which include the newly ionized ions implanted at the
neutral bulk velocity, the chargeexchangebetween theneutral gas and the ions, the elastic collisionsbetween
the ions and other particles (the neutrals, other ions, and the electrons), and the dissociative ion-electron
recombination. The ion pressure source terms 𝛿ps
𝛿t
include photoionization, electron impact ionization, charge
exchange, recombination, and elastic collisions with other particles. The electron pressure source term 𝛿pe
𝛿t
contains photoionization, electron impact ionization, charge exchange, recombination, elastic collisions with
other particles, and inelastic collisions with neutral water molecules. Detailed discussion of the source terms
can be found in Rubin et al. [2014a, 2014b]. We brieﬂy mention some of the coeﬃcients here. The photoion-
ization frequency depends on the heliocentric distance of the comet and will be provided in section 3. The
ion-neutral charge exchange rate for both cometary heavy ions and solar wind protons is 1.7 ⋅ 10−15 (m3s−1),
which is obtained from Gombosi et al. [1996]. The elastic collision rates are listed in Table 1. The dissociative
ion-electron recombination rates are taken from Schunk and Nagy [2009]. The value for the cometary heavy
ion is given by
𝛼 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1.57 ⋅ 10−11(Te)−0.569 for Te < 800 K
4.73 ⋅ 10−11(Te)−0.74 for 800 K < Te < 4000 K
1.03 ⋅ 10−9(Te)−1.11 for Te > 4000 K
(3)
in the units of (m3s−1) while it is 4.8 ⋅ 10−18
(
250
Te
)0.7
(m3s−1) for the solar wind protons. The excessive energy
added to the electron from the photoionization is 12.0 eV, which is taken from Huebner et al. [1992], while the
energy lost due to electron impact ionization is 12.6 eV, which is obtained from Haynes [2013]. The inelastic
collisions between electrons and neutral water molecules are an eﬃcient way to cool the electrons in the
inner coma region and the cooling rate is provided by Gombosi [2015] in the unit of (eV cm3 s−1):
Le = 4 ⋅ 10−9
[
1 − exp
(
−
k(Te − Tn)
0.033 eV
)]
+ A
[
0.415 − exp
(
−
kTe − 0.10 eV
0.10 eV
)]
, (4)
where A = 0 for kTe ≤ 0.188 eV and A = 6.5 ⋅ 10−9 for kTe > 0.188 eV.
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The electric ﬁeld vector can be derived from the electronmomentum equation neglecting the inertial terms:
E = −ue × B −
1
nee
∇pe, (5)
whereue = u++uH is the electron velocitywith theHall velocityuH = −
j
nee
, and j = (1∕𝜇0)∇×B is the current
density.
If we substitute the electric ﬁeld into the ionmomentum equation, we then get themodiﬁed ionmomentum
equation:
𝜕𝜌sus
𝜕t
+ ∇ ⋅
(
𝜌susus + psI
)
− Zsns
(
us − u+
)
× B −
Zsns
nee
(
j × B − ∇pe
)
+ Zsns =
𝛿𝜌sus
𝛿t
. (6)
It is important to point out that the term Zsns(us − u+) provides the force that makes diﬀerent species gyrate
around the charge-average ion velocity u+, which can explain the gyration of the cometary pickup ions and
the deﬂection of the solar wind protons. We will discuss this in more detail in the following section.
Finally, themagnetic ﬁeld is obtained fromFaraday’s law. In our comet simulations,weneglect theHall velocity
and the electron pressure gradient term in the induction equation, so it becomes
𝜕B
𝜕t
= ∇ × (u+ × B). (7)
The Hall velocity term, which allows the ions and electrons to move at diﬀerent velocities, is important when
the current is signiﬁcant, for example, the magnetopause [Mozer et al., 2002] and the tail region [Ma and
Bhattacharjee, 1998]. In the present study, we ignore the Hall velocity term. A future studywill include the Hall
term to see the Hall eﬀect in comet simulations.
3. Simulation Setup
The BATS-R-US (Block-Adaptive Tree Solarwind Roe-type Upwind Scheme) code [Powell et al., 1999; Tóth et al.,
2012] can solve the multiﬂuid equations described in the previous section on a 3-D block adaptive grid that
can resolve diﬀerent length scales. Because the boundary conditions for the cometary ions and the solar wind
is not easy to deﬁne near the comet, we need to simulate a large domain of about one million kilometers in
all directions, such that the upstream boundary condition is the undisturbed solar wind. On the other hand,
the nucleus of comet CG is about 2 km in equivalent radius, so the smallest cell in the simulation has to be
small enough to capture the complex shape of the nucleus. The computational domain in this study extends
from −106 to +106 km in the x direction, and from −0.5 × 106 to 0.5 × 106 km in both y and z directions. The
smallest cell is about 0.12 km near the comet, while the largest cell is about 31,250 km far away from the
nucleus, with 18 levels of reﬁnements increasing the resolution by a factor of two at every level. There are
about 9000 blocks with 4.56 million cells. The Sun is at the +x direction and the solar wind moves along the
−x direction. The comet nucleus is properly rotated so that the Sun illuminates it at a realistic angle. The
interplanetary ﬁeld points in the y direction.
The cometary neutral gas is taken to be water as H2O is the major neutral gas observed by ROSINA onboard
Rosetta, even though CO2 could be more abundant for some time periods [Hässig et al., 2015]. The cometary
heavy ions thenareH2O
+, whichareproducedby thephotoionizationandchargeexchangeofH2Omolecules.
The speciﬁc heat ratio can be expressed by 𝛾 = f+2
f
, where f is the degrees of freedom of a gas molecule.
H2O and H2O
+ possess three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom, so the speciﬁc heat
ratio is 4
3
for them. The solar wind protons and electrons contain three translational degrees of freedom,
so their speciﬁc heat ratio is 5
3
. At this stage we neglect ion-neutral reactions, in particular the formation
of H3O
+ which was the dominant ion in the near nucleus coma of comet 1P/Halley. Also for CG, H3O
+ is at
times dominating [Fuselier et al., 2015] and we will investigate this in our future work. At large distance, the
water molecules are dissociated into H and O, then the composition of the cometary ions is more complex.
Shou et al. [2015] applied a multispecies MHDmodel with an imposed neutral gas background that accounts
for the separated H2O, OH, O, H, CO, and CO2 contributions, and they showed that the details of the ion com-
position (H2O
+, H3O
+, OH+, andO+) are aﬀected outside 50,000 km from the nucleus. In this work, we neglect
this process.
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Table 2. The Parameters for the Flux and Temperature Approximation
Fmin (m
−2 s−1) Fmax (m
−2 s−1) Tmin (K) Tmax (K) ΔT (K)
Case 1 1.56 ⋅ 1020 1.56 ⋅ 1020 170.7 170.7 0
Case 2 9.02 ⋅ 1018 6.60 ⋅ 1020 140.0 195.97 2.47
Case 3 1.17 ⋅ 1019 8.61 ⋅ 1020 140.0 195.97 2.47
The cometary neutral gas source is driven by the solar illumination. The boundary conditions for the neutral
gas ﬂuid are described in detail in Bieler et al. [2015]. The inner boundary condition is applied at the cell faces
(we deﬁne this as the comet surface in the simulation, which separates the grid cells inside and outside of the
comet) such that the neutral density, the velocity, and the temperature match the mass and energy ﬂux of a
half-Maxwellianparticle distribution. Theparticle ﬂux and temperature are approximatedby F = Fmin+(Fmax−
Fmin) cos 𝜃 and T = max[Tmin, Tmax+ΔT(1−1∕ cos 𝜃)], where Fmin, Fmax, Tmin, Tmax,ΔT , 𝜃 are theminimumﬂux,
the maximum ﬂux, the minimum temperature, the maximum temperature, a ﬁtting parameter, and the solar
zenith angle, respectively. At the outer boundary, the neutral gas can freely leave the simulation domain.
The boundary conditions for the plasma ﬂuids are not trivial. The inner boundary conditions are speciﬁed at
the comet surface for each ﬂuid. If the plasma ﬂow (either the cometary heavy ions or the solar wind protons)
is moving into the body then it is set to be ﬂoating (or zero gradient), whichmeans the comet can absorb the
ions.When the ﬂow is leaving out of the surface then the velocity for the particular ﬂuid is set to zero,while the
mass density and pressure are set to a low value so that the comet surface is not a signiﬁcant source for ions.
The outer boundary conditions are speciﬁed at the edge of the simulation domain. The cometary ions can
freely leave the simulation box at the outer boundary in all directions, while the upstreamboundary condition
for the solar wind protons is the undisturbed solar wind and the solar wind can freely leave the simulation
domain on all other sides.
We focuson steady state snapshots of the simulation, even though the code can run in time-dependentmode.
Steady state simulations can provide useful information like the bow shock location, the size, and the shape
of the diamagnetic cavity at reasonable computational cost. In steady state simulations, the comet does not
show any time variations. The steady state assumption is reasonable near the comet (within several hundred
kilometers of the nucleus) for the same illumination direction from the following simple consideration. Since
the neutral gas outﬂow velocity is about 1 km∕s, the time scale of the variations within several hundred
kilometers of the comet is about several hundred seconds, which is very short compared with the comet
rotation period (about 12 h). On the other hand, steady state simulations can take advantage of the local time
stepping technique, in which Case the grid cell advances at its local stable time step. In addition, the plasma
source terms are evaluatedwith a point-implicit algorithm, so the stiﬀness of these terms do not limit the time
step [Tóth et al., 2012]. This algorithm can signiﬁcantly speed up the convergence toward a steady state. At
larger scales, where the time scales become comparable to the rotation period, time-dependent simulations
Table 3. The Input Parameters for the Modela
Parameter Value
Distance to the Sun 1.3 AU
Gas production rate 8 ⋅ 1027 s−1
Photoionization frequency 6 ⋅ 10−7 s−1
Solar wind velocity 400 km/s
Solar wind density 6 protons/cm3
Solar wind ion temperature 7.9 ⋅ 104 K
Solar wind electron temperature 1.3 ⋅ 105 K
Interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld By component 4.8 nT
aThe photoionization frequency is scaled from the nominal value at
1 AU from Hansen et al. [2007] [also see Rubin et al., 2015b].
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are needed because the environment is not determined by a ﬁxed illumination direction. Time-dependent
simulations are also needed when the solar wind is very dynamic. We will carry out time-dependent simula-
tions in future studies.
The local time step in the simulation is controlled by the maximum speed among the sound wave speed of
the neutral gas and the fast magnetosonic wave speed of the plasma. As the fast magnetosonic wave speed
is much larger than the neutral gas bulk and sound speeds, we would waste lots of computational resources
if we ran the neutral gas and the plasma ﬂuids together. To save CPU time, we ﬁrst run a neutral gas-only
simulation to get a steady state solution for the neutral gas background and then run the coupled neutral gas
and the multiﬂuid plasma together to obtain the ﬁnal steady state results.
We simulate the near coma neutral gas and plasma environment for three cases: (1) an idealized comet with a
spherical body and uniform neutral gas outﬂow, (2) an idealized comet with a spherical body and the neutral
gas outﬂow is driven by solar illumination, and (3) Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenkowith a realistic shape
model SHAP5.1 [Preusker et al., 2015] and the neutral gas outﬂow is driven by solar illumination.
Case 1 is amodel validation study to be compared to Rubin et al. [2015b], who simulated themultiﬂuid plasma
environment with a Haser neutral gas background of comet CG at diﬀerent heliocentric distances. Case 1 can
also be compared with Koenders et al. [2015], who simulated comet CG at 1.3 AU with a hybrid code. Case 2
improves the model by considering a nonuniform neutral gas outﬂow driven by solar illumination. Case 3
investigates the eﬀect of using a realistic nucleus shape in the simulation. The Sun position is at latitude−34∘
and longitude 157∘ in the cometary coordinate system, corresponding to the time at 06:00:00UT 16 July 2015.
As the neutral gas outﬂow is illumination driven, we need to adjust the local ﬂux production rate at the
comet surface to keep the total gas production rate the same for all three cases. In our study, we apply the
total gas production rate as Q = 8 ⋅ 1027 ∕s (K. C. Hansen et al., Pre- and post-equinox rosina production
rates calculated using a realistic empirical coma model derived from amps-dsmc simulations of comet
67p/churyumov-gerasimenko, in preparation, 2016), which is higher than the total gas production rate
(Q = 5 ⋅ 1027 ∕s) that Rubin et al. [2015b] and Koenders et al. [2015] used. Because the neutral gas outﬂow is
uniform for Case 1, so Fmin = Fmax and Tmin = Tmax. We set Tmin = Tmax = 170.7 K. For Cases 2 and 3, the ratio of
Fmin and Fmax and the values of Tmin and Tmax are derived fromDavidsson et al. [2007] and Tenishev et al. [2008].
At 1.3 AU, the ratio between Tmax and Tmin is 73 approximately. To adjust the local neutral gas production rate,
we apply an arbitrary Fmax with Fmin = Fmax∕73 to run the neutral gas-onlymodel until the solution reaches its
steady state. We then obtain the total gas production rateQmodel by integrating the neutral gas ﬂux through a
spherical surface at r = 3 km and calculate the ratio R = Q∕Qmodel. Because the neutral gas solution depends
linearly on Fmin and Fmax, we can simply multiply them with ratio R to obtain the desired production rate Q.
Gombosi et al. [1986] showed that the neutral gas temperature drops to a very low value with ﬂuid simula-
tions due to the rapid cooling when the neutral gas expands from the comet’s surface into the coma. Rubin
et al. [2014a] set the neutral gas temperature to 100 K in their simulations, so we also set the minimum tem-
perature of the neutral gas in this study to 100 K in case the neutral gas temperature drops below that. The
minimum temperature of the cometary ions, the solar wind protons, and the electrons is also set to 100 K.
We have also performed simulationswith diﬀerentminimumneutral gas temperatures. The overall structures
are very similar, but the exact locations of the plasma boundaries are slightly diﬀerent, which is expected
as the minimum neutral gas temperature can change the neutral gas velocity. In the inner coma region, the
cometary ionvelocity is strongly coupledwith theneutral gas velocity. Themajor impact of diﬀerentminimum
neutral gas temperatures is the conﬁguration of the current sheet. Since the reconnection process cannot be
completely captured with a ﬂuid model, the solution in this region is not expected to be perfect in any case.
The parameters for the local ﬂux production rate and the temperature are listed in Table 2, while the input
parameters are listed in Table 3. Simulation results and discussion are presented in section 4.
4. Simulation Results and Discussion
Case 1 studies an idealized comet with a spherical body and uniform neutral gas outﬂow, whose neutral gas
solution is very close to the Haser model [Haser, 1957]. The neutral gas density in the Haser model can be
described as nh =
Qh
4𝜋un|r|2 e−
|r|⋅𝜈io
un , where Qh is the total gas production rate, r is the distance from the comet
center, un is the outﬂow velocity, and 𝜈io is the ionization frequency, respectively. Themajor diﬀerences to our
model are that the outﬂow velocity is not a constant and there is no loss due to photoionization at this time in
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Figure 1. (top) The cometary neutral gas density for Case 1 and the Haser model within 1000 km of the nucleus.
(bottom) The cometary neutral gas velocity for Case 1. The vertical dashed lines indicate the inner boundary of the
simulation.
our simulation. As we are interested in the inner coma environment, the loss terms to the neutral gas ﬂuid can
be neglected. They are important when we study the environment far away from the comet. The cometary
neutral gas density for Case 1 and the Haser model (where we substitute Qh = 8 ⋅ 1027 s−1, un = 1 km∕s and
𝜈io = 6 ⋅ 10−7 s−1 in the Haser model equation to obtain the neutral gas density) is shown in Figure 1 (top).
Figure 1 (bottom) plots the cometary neutral gas velocity for Case 1 in the same range. It can be seen that
the cometary neutral gas density for Case 1 is very close to what is obtained from the Haser model, especially
within 200 km of the nucleus. At larger distances, the Haser model has a higher density than Case 1, which is
due to the fact that the cometary neutral gas velocity for Case 1 is higher than the Haser model (see Figure 1
(bottom)).
Case 2 simulates an idealized cometwith a spherical body andnonuniformneutral gas outﬂowwhich is driven
by solar illumination. This simulation is a better approximation than Case 1 because the solar illumination is
taken into account and it is the driver of the neutral gas outﬂow. As we will show later in this section, the
neutral gas solution shows a strong asymmetry between the dayside and nightside, with larger neutral gas
density in the dayside (see Figures 3 and 4 and related discussion in section 4.1). The asymmetry in the neutral
gas solution leads to a very diﬀerent cometary heavy ion distribution because the cometary heavy ions come
from the neutrals through photoionization and charge exchange. Case 3 investigates how the nonspherical
nucleus changes the near coma environment. To perform this study, we incorporated a realistic shapemodel
SHAP5.1 [Preusker et al., 2015] of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
4.1. Neutral Gas
Figure 2 shows the neutral gas distribution in the y = 0 plane in the full simulation domain. Figures 2
(top), 2 (middle), and 2 (bottom) represent Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. As expected, the neutral gas
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Figure 2. The neutral gas distribution in the y = 0 plane in the full simulation domain.
distribution is spherically symmetric in Case 1 because the neutral gas outﬂow is uniformly distributed on the
sphere. Case 2 shows a strong neutral gas outﬂowon the dayside because the ﬂow is solar illumination driven,
while the distribution is still symmetric around the x axis. The realistic CG simulation (Case 3) is represented
in Figure 2 (bottom) where we consider both the shape and the solar illumination, and no symmetries can
be found.
Figure 3 shows the neutral gas solutions in a 2-D plane within 400 km of the comet center. Figure 3 (left
column) shows the H2O number density in the y = 0 plane for the three cases, while Figure 3 (right column)
presents the solution in the z = 0 plane. It is obvious that the neutral gas solution in Figure 3 (top row) has a
symmetric distribution as expected froma spherical bodywith uniformoutﬂow.When theneutral gas outﬂow
is solar illumination driven, the neutral gas solution has a strong asymmetry between dayside and nightside,
as shown in Figure 3 (middle row). The neutral gas solution becomes more asymmetric when the real shape
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Figure 3. The neutral gas distribution in the (left column) y = 0 and (right column) z = 0 planes, respectively.
of comet CG is taken into account, as indicated in Figure 3 (bottom row). Similar behaviors can be seen in
Figure 4, which plots the neutral gas velocity distribution in a 2-D plane within 400 km of the comet center
in a similar manner. The neutral gas velocities obtained from the MHD model are consistent with what are
obtained by Bieler et al. [2015] with a pure neutral gas ﬂuidmodel, even though the values are larger than the
expansion velocity of about 0.68 km/s, which is reported by Gulkis et al. [2015].
The cometary neutral gas temperature is 100 K everywhere. The reason is that due to the rapid cooling, the
cometary neutral gas temperature drops to a small value when the neutral gas expands from the comet’s
surface into the coma [Gombosi et al., 1986]. As we set the minimum temperature of the neutral gas to 100 K,
the neutral gas could not drop below 100 K. We also rerun Case 3 with theminimum neutral gas temperature
set to 50 K or 150 K, and we found that the structures look similar with minor diﬀerences.
4.2. Cometary Heavy Ions
Figure 5 plots the cometary heavy ion (H2O
+) distribution in the y = 0 plane in the full simulation domain.
The three cases do not show signiﬁcant diﬀerences on the large scale. Because far away from the comet,
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Figure 4. The neutral gas velocity distribution in the (left column) y = 0 and (right column) z = 0 planes, respectively.
the cometaryheavy iondensity drops to a small value (<10−2 cm−3), the cometary ionﬂow ismainly controlled
by the solar wind ﬂow. Rubin et al. [2014b] observed the gyration of the cometary heavy ion (see Figure 1
in their paper) at a heliocentric distance 2.7 AU from the Sun in their simulations. Beside ﬂuid simulations,
BagdonatandMotschmann [2002] alsoobserved thegyrationwith their hybrid simulation for cometWirtanen.
The gyration comes from the term Zsns(us − u+) in equation (6). As the cometary ions and the solar wind
protons are coupled together behind the bow shock (which will be discussed later, see Figure 9), the velocity
diﬀerencebetween the cometary ions and the solarwindprotons is small. Due to the small diﬀerencebetween
the two ion ﬂuid velocities and a stronger magnetic ﬁeld at 1.3 AU, the gyration eﬀect is reduced and not
visible in our simulations. A multiﬂuid simulation of comet CG at 1.3 AU provided by Rubin et al. [2015b] also
conﬁrmed that the gyration is not visible at this heliocentric distance.
Figure 6 shows theH2O
+ distributionwithin 400 kmof thenucleus,where the cometary heavy iondistribution
shows signiﬁcant diﬀerences due to the diﬀerent neutral gas distributions (see Figure 3). In the shadow of the
nucleus, where the photoionization rate drops to zero, the cometary ion density drops to small values, as indi-
cated in the ﬁgure. Another noticeable feature is a density enhancement region at around+50 km for Case 1,
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Figure 5. The cometary heavy ion (H2O
+) distribution in the y = 0 plane in the full simulation domain.
and +120 km for Cases 2 and 3 (see Figure 7) on the dayside in all three cases. This density enhancement
is the so-called recombination layer, which has been observed previously by the Giotto mission [Balsiger
et al., 1986; Goldstein et al., 1989] and numerically simulated by Cravens [1989] and Gombosi et al. [1996].
This recombination layer lies between the inner shock, which slows down the supersonic cometary ion ﬂow
to subsonic ﬂow, and the contact surface that the solar wind protons cannot penetrate. Figure 7 shows
that the recombination layer is inside the peak of the solar wind proton density, which is formed by the
pileup of the solar wind protons in front of the contact surface, indicating that the recombination layer
is inside the contact surface. With respect to comet CG, Koenders et al. [2015] reported a recombination
layer in between 25 km and 45 km away from the nucleus when they simulated the plasma interaction
region of the comet at 1.3 AU, which is in good agreement with our Case 1 result. Rubin et al. [2015b]
applied a multiﬂuid code to study comet CG and found a recombination layer in between 32 km and
42 km.
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Figure 6. The cometary heavy ion (H2O
+) distribution within 400 km of the nucleus in the (left column) y = 0 and
(right column) z = 0 planes, respectively.
Figure 7. The cometary ion density (solid lines) and solar wind proton density (dashed lines) along the Sun-comet line
within 200 km of the nucleus. A density pileup region in both the cometary ion distribution and solar wind proton
distribution is located at around 50 km in Case 1 and about 120 km in both Cases 2 and 3 in the +x direction. The pileup
regions in the tail direction is discussed in section 4.7. The vertical dashed lines indicate the inner boundary of the
simulation.
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Figure 8. The solar wind proton (H+) distribution in the y = 0 plane in the full simulation domain.
4.3. Bow Shock Position
Figure 8 shows density of the solar wind protons in the y = 0 plane in the full simulation domain for all three
cases. The three simulation cases do not show noticeable diﬀerences at large scale. Again, because the solar
wind protons and cometary ions have similar velocities behind the bow shock, no large-scale gyration can be
observed in the ﬁgure. A bow shock is found at around 6000 km in Case 1 and about 10,000 km in both Cases 2
and 3. We summarize the distance of the bow shock along the +x axis in Table 4. The shock position can be
seenmore clearly in Figure 9, which shows the H+ density in a smaller region. Galeev et al. [1985] obtained an
analytical approximation of the bow shock distance by consideringmass loading and charge exchange in the
continuity equation, the momentum equation, and the pressure equation:
Rbs =
mi
mp
QI0
4𝜋unnswusw
[
(?̂?û)c − 1
] , (8)
wheremi ,mp, nsw , usw , I0, un, andQ are themass of the cometary heavy ion, themass of the solar wind proton,
the solar wind number density, the solar wind speed, the ionization frequency, the neutral gas outﬂow veloci-
ties, and the total neutral gas production rate, respectively. ?̂?û is the contaminated solar wind ﬂow parameter,
Table 4. The Distances of the Bow Shock and the Diamagnetic Cavity Boundarya
Bow Shock Distance (km) Diamagnetic Cavity Distance (km)
Case 1 6000 50
Case 2 10,000 100
Case 3 10,000 100
aThe distances are given from the center of the nucleus along the +x axis.
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Figure 9. The solar wind proton (H+) distribution in the y = 0 plane within 2 × 104 km in the x direction of the nucleus.
A bow shock is found at around 0.6 × 104 km in Case 1 and about 104 km in both Cases 2 and 3.
which is equal to a critical value of (?̂?û)c = 1.185 for aM = 2 shock from their numerical simulations. Koenders
et al. [2013] suggested that the radius of the nucleus has a small impact on the bow shock position and
replaced ((?̂?û)c − 1) in equation (8) with ((?̂?û)c − 1 + A), where A =
mi
mp
QI0
4𝜋unnswusw (usw ⋅I0+Rnucleus)
. They showed
that A only has a tiny impact on the bow shock position, which only shifts the bow shock position by about
0.3% in their study. For the sake of simplicity, we applied equation (8) to estimate the bow shock position. If
we substitute mi = 18 amu, mp = 1 amu, nsw = 6 cm−3, usw = 400 km∕s, I0 = 6 ⋅ 10−7 s−1, un = 1 km∕s,
and Q = 8 ⋅ 1027 s−1 into the equation, we obtain Rbs ≈ 15,000 km/s, which is 50% to twice larger than the
bow shock distances from the simulations. Rubin et al. [2015b] found a bow shock at around 3000 km in their
simulation of comet CG near perihelion, which is about 40% closer than our Case 1 result. This is expected
because they applied a lower neutral gas production rate as 5 ⋅ 1027 s−1 while we apply 8 ⋅ 1027 s−1, and they
applied a Haser neutral gas backgroundwhile the neutral gas ﬂuid in Case 1 is diﬀerent than the Haser model
(see Figure 1).
4.4. Diamagnetic Cavity
Figure 10 shows the magnetic ﬁeld magnitude in a 2-D plane within 400 km of the nucleus. Figure 10
(left column) shows the magnetic ﬁeld strength in the y = 0 plane, while Figure 10 (right column) shows the
magnetic ﬁeld strength along with magnetic ﬁeld traces in the z = 0 plane for the three cases. In all cases,
a diamagnetic cavity is found near the comet within 50 km to 100 km (see Figure 11), and a magnetic ﬁeld
pileup region is formed in front of the cavity. We summarize the distance of the diamagnetic cavity along the
+x axis in Table 4. The maximum magnetic ﬁeld strength is about 72 nT in Case 1 and 60 nT in both Cases 2
and 3. Koenders et al. [2015] obtained a maximummagnetic ﬁeld strength of 78 nT in their hybrid simulation,
which is in good agreement with our Case 1 value.
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Figure 10. The magnetic ﬁeld magnitude within 400 km of the nucleus in the (left column) y = 0 and (right column)
z = 0 planes, respectively.
Figure 11. The magnetic ﬁeld magnitude along the x axis within 200 km of the nucleus. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the inner boundary of the simulation.
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Figure 12. The electron temperature along the Sun-comet line within 200 km of the nucleus. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the inner boundary of the simulation.
As discussed by Cravens [1986], the diamagnetic cavity is inside the contact surface and a cometary contact
surface is formed when the j × B force is balanced by the ion-neutral drag force. Gombosi [2015] provided an
analytical approximation of the radius of the contact surface:
Rcs =
√√√√mi
mp
kin
4𝜋dhnswu2sw
√
I0
4𝜋𝛼un
Q3∕4 (9)
wheremi ,mp, kin, dh, nsw , usw , I0, un, and Q are the mass of the cometary heavy ion, the mass of the solar wind
proton, the ion-neutral charge transfer collision frequency, the heliocentric distance, the solar wind number
density, the solar wind speed, the photoionization frequency, the neutral gas velocity, and the total neutral
gas production rate, respectively, and 𝛼 = 1.21 × 10−5∕
√
Te cm
3∕s is the dissociative ion-electron recombi-
nation frequency, where Te is the electron temperature in Kelvins. If we substitutemi = 18 amu,mp = 1 amu,
kin = 1.1×10−9 cm3∕s, dh = 1.3AU, nsw = 6 cm−3, usw = 400 km∕s, I0 = 6⋅10−7 s, un = 1 km∕s,Q = 8⋅1027 s−1,
and Te = 100 K into the equation, we then get Rcs = 75.3 km. Figure 11 shows that the diamagnetic cav-
ity is at around 50 km on the dayside for Case 1, which can be compared with the analytical approximation
because both assume a spherical bodywith uniform outﬂow. This simulation shows that the distance is about
35% smaller than the analytical expectation, which is not an unreasonable comparison if we consider that the
analytical derivation relies on several simplifying assumptions. When we compare the three cases shown in
Figure 10, we ﬁnd that Cases 1 and 2 have symmetric structures as the neutral gas background is symmetric in
both cases and the ion gyro-motion eﬀect is small and does not cause signiﬁcant asymmetries. On the other
hand, Case 3 shows signiﬁcant asymmetry due to the shape and orientation of the nucleus.
Figure 13. The cometary ion temperature along the Sun-comet line within 200 km of the nucleus. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the inner boundary of the simulation.
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Figure 14. (left column) The magnetic ﬁeld strength with its direction vectors in the z = 0 plane in the tail region for the
three cases. (right column) The cometary ion density with their velocity vectors in the z = 0 plane.
Koenders et al. [2015] reported a diamagnetic cavity at around 25 km in their hybrid simulation of comet CG
at 1.3 AU, while Rubin et al. [2015b] predicted the distance at around 32 km from their multiﬂuid simulations.
These two simulations provide good agreement with our Case 1 result if we consider the situation that we
apply a larger neutral gas production rate (8⋅1027 s−1) then their simulations (5⋅1027 s−1) and thediﬀerences in
the neutral gas background.Goetz et al. [2016] observed the diamagnetic cavity of CG at around 170 km away
from the nucleus, which is much farther away than the predicted value (100 km) in Case 3. They suggested
that instabilities propagating along the cavity boundary may be responsible for the unexpected large size of
the diamagnetic cavity. Even though we do not observe instabilities in our simulations with ﬁxed upstream
solar wind boundary conditions, it is possible that with dynamic solar wind boundary conditions, instabilities
candevelop along the cavity boundary. Thiswill require a time-dependent simulation andwill be investigated
in future studies.
4.5. Electron Temperature
Figure 12 plots the electron temperature along the x axis. The electron temperature slightly increases (but is
still coupled to the neutral gas temperature) along the Sun-comet line from the nucleus to the inner shock.
The electrons cool slightly in the recombination layer. Then, the temperature starts to increase again beyond
the recombination layer. A dramatic increase in the electron temperature is observed at around 80 km (Case 1)
and 170 km (Cases 2 and 3), where the electron temperature decouples from the neutral temperature and
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Figure 15. The cometary ion density with their velocity vectors in
the y = 0 plane in the tail region.
therefore suppresses further ion-electron
recombination. Gombosi [2015] provided
an approximation of the electron-neutral
decoupling distance as
Ren =
208√
Te
Q
1028
R2n
un
, (10)
where Te, Q, un, and Rn are the electron
temperature, the total gas production rate,
the neutral gas velocity, and the comet
radius, respectively. By substituting Te =
100 K, Q = 8 ⋅ 1027 s−1, un = 1 km∕s,
and Rn=2 km, one can obtain a decoupling
distance of 66.56 km, which compares well
with Case 1 that assumes a spherically sym-
metric neutral gas distribution similar to the
analytic assumption. The illumination driven
cases (Cases 2 and 3), on the other hand,
have much larger electron-neutron decou-
pling distances.
4.6. Cometary Ion Temperature
Figure 13 plots the cometary ion tempera-
ture along the x axis. One can see that the
cometary ion temperature is strongly cou-
pledwith the neutral gas temperaturewithin
the inner shock. The cometary ion tempera-
ture starts to increase in the recombination
layer and beyond the recombination layer
and gradually increases to the solar wind ion
temperature. This result is consistent with
the simulation provided by Cravens [1989].
Haerendel [1987] and Cravens [1989] sug-
gested that there are two processes associ-
ated with the increase of the cometary ion
temperature. The ﬁrst process is compres-
sional heating associated with the contact
surface, and it is dominant in the recombi-
nation layer. Beyond the recombination layer,
the cometary ions are heated by frictional
heating.
4.7. Reconnection in the Tail
Reconnection is a widely discussed phenomenon in the terrestrial magnetosphere [for example, Birn et al.,
2001] and planetary magnetospheres [e.g., Paschmann et al., 2013]. Russell et al. [1986] proposed a reconnec-
tion model for comet tail disconnections, which is similar to the terrestrial substorm. They suggested that
the encounter with an interplanetary shock or the decrease in solar wind Alfvén Mach number may trigger
disconnection events in the comet tail region. We brieﬂy discuss the reconnection that is observed in our
simulations.
Figures 14 (top row), 14 (middle row), and14 (bottomrow) showthemagnetic ﬁeld strengthwith themagnetic
ﬁeld vectors (left) and the cometary ion density with its velocity vectors (right) in the z = 0 plane in the tail
region for the three cases. It can be seen that the magnetic ﬁeld changes its direction along the Sun-comet
line, where the current sheet forms, in Cases 1 and 2, indicating occurrence of magnetic reconnections in
this region. For Case 3, the current sheet is tilted because of the complex distribution of the cometary heavy
ions due to the nucleus shape. In Cases 2 and 3, there is a magnetic pileup region in the tail that isolates
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Figure 16. The By component along the Sun-comet line. The vertical dashed lines indicate the inner boundary of the
simulation. The horizontal dashed line indicates the value of zero.
the diamagnetic cavity and the magnetotail current sheet. It is surprising to see that the cometary ion ﬂow
is very diﬀerent between the three cases, especially between the uniform neutral gas outﬂow Case 1 and
illumination driven neutral gas outﬂow Cases 2 and 3. In Case 1, the cometary heavy ions ﬂow radially inside
the diamagnetic cavity while the ﬂow is controlled by the solar wind protons outside the recombination layer.
In Case 2, the cometary heavy ions still ﬂow radially inside the diamagnetic cavity and couple with the solar
wind protons at large distances. However, within 200 km near the x axis in the tail region, the cometary heavy
ions ﬂow toward the nucleus, which is not observed in Case 1. This nucleus directed plasma ﬂow is associated
with the magnetic reconnection in the tail region. When the nucleus directed plasma ﬂowmeets the plasma
ﬂowmoving radially outward, a cometary ion density pileup region is formed, which can explain the density
peak observed in Figure 7. The compression between the two ﬂows also results in a temperature increase in
this region, which is also observed in Figures 12 and 13. This compression is also responsible for themagnetic
pileup region discussed above. In Case 3, the cometary heavy ion ﬂow is more complex, which is associated
with the complex shape of the nucleus. Figure 15 shows the cometary ion density with its velocity vectors in
the y = 0 plane. Figures 15 (top), 15 (middle), and 15 (bottom) represent Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Most
of the features are similar to Figure 14.
Figure 16 shows the By component along the Sun-comet line for the three cases. It can be seen that the By
component changes its direction at about 250 km in the tail direction, where the magnetic null point locates
and the magnetic reconnection takes place. Figure 17 shows the X component of the cometary ion veloc-
ity Vx along the Sun-comet line. We can see that for Case 1, the cometary ion velocity does not change its
sign, though a deceleration region of the ﬂow can be found between 110 km and 160 km in the tail direction,
Figure 17. The cometary ion Vx component along the Sun-comet line. The vertical dashed lines indicate the inner
boundary of the simulation. The horizontal dashed line indicates the value of zero.
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whereas the ﬂow changes its direction for Cases 2 and 3 at about 200 km. In a classical magnetic reconnec-
tion picture, the velocity changes its direction at the magnetic null point [Parker, 1957]. However, Siscoe et al.
[2002] proposed a possible mode of themagnetic reconnection called “ﬂow-through reconnection” or “FTR,”
in which Case the plasma andmagnetic ﬁeld ﬂow in opposite directions. Later Cluster observations have con-
ﬁrmed this reconnection mode [Maynard et al., 2012]. This FTR seems to be the reconnection mode in our
simulations. Case 1 represents an extreme Case when the X component of the velocity does not change sign
at all.
5. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, wehavepresented a four-ﬂuidMHDmodel for a cometary plasma environment that includes the
neutral gas, the cometary heavy ions, the solar wind protons, and the electrons. We investigated the plasma
environment by performing three simulation runs: an idealized comet with a spherical body and uniform
neutral gas outﬂow; an idealized comet with a spherical body and the neutral gas outﬂow driven by solar
illumination; comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko with nucleus shape SHAP5.1; and the neutral gas outﬂow
driven by solar illumination as in Case 2.
Our simulation results show that the large-scale plasma structures look similar among the three cases, though
the bow shock distance for Case 1 is at about 6000 km while it is located at around 10,000 km in Cases 2 and
3. This diﬀerence can be explained by the fact that the neutral gas outﬂow is much stronger on the dayside
for Cases 2 and 3. A stronger neutral gas outﬂow in eﬀect can be mimicked by a higher total neutral gas
production rate. If we again use equation (8) to estimate the bow shock position, then a higher neutral gas
production rate will push the bow show further away from the nucleus.
In the vicinity of the nucleus, the numericalmodel reproduces themain features predictedby analyticmodels:
the inner shock, the recombination layer, the diamagnetic cavity, and the contact surface. The locations of
these features can be estimated by analytical formulas, and they provide values in reasonable agreement
with the Case 1 simulation that assumes a spherically symmetric outﬂow for the neutrals. For the illumination
driven simulations (Cases 2 and 3), the locations of these features are very anisotropic and diﬀerent from the
simple analytic estimates. The most distinct diﬀerence between Cases 2 and 3 is that in Case 3 the plasma
structures are more realistic in the inner coma region, while Case 2 can only provide the general locations for
these structures.
Our simulation results for the three cases show signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the inner coma environment. When
the solar illumination and/or the real shape of comet CG are taken into account, strong asymmetries can be
observed in the neutral gas outﬂow, and the plasma environment changes accordingly in our simulations.
We ﬁnd that the neutral gas density, the cometary ion density, and the magnetic ﬁeld magnitude have very
diﬀerent distributions in the near coma region. Our simulations show some new features that have not been
reported in the literature.We observemagnetic reconnection, amagnetic pileup region, and nucleus directed
plasma ﬂow inside the nightside reconnection region.
Bieler et al. [2015] have already performed numerical simulations from our neutral gas-only model and com-
pared with the observations from ROSINA onboard Rosetta and showed that our model results agree well
with observations. It is essential to apply a realistic shapemodel in the simulation to have a detailed compari-
son between the simulation results and the plasma observations. It would be very interesting to compare the
results from Case 3 with plasma observations onboard Rosetta. This will be done in a future study when the
rotation of the nucleus and the time-dependent solar illumination will be taken into account.
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